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Introduction: In Part One of Pendulum Security we reflected upon how Mary shows us 

pendulum security with her security in God in the insecurities of life. Mary didn’t fall into the 

temptation of wanting a soap box or grounded security. Her point of security came from the top; 

it was her connection to God.  

In Part Two, we follow Mary’s example and see ourselves as her instruments. There are three 

‘rights’ or claims to certainty especially in uncertain times. Trying to live our lives by doing 

God’s will helps us obtain:  

1. Manifold security in this life. 

2. A moral certitude of salvation, to the extent that this can be obtained on earth. 

3. A great inner freedom. 

Firstly, the manifold security: The instrument of Mary enjoys security in this life because he or 

she can draw freely from all the sources of life and make a sensible and constant use of the 

conditions of life and helps for life which God makes available to us in  Our Lady.1 Some of 

these sources of life can be the experience of peace in a Schoenstatt Shrine, or the gift of 

receiving our Lord in the Eucharist, or the natural source of joy in the beauty of a sunset.  

Reflection Question:  What are some of these sources of life that Mary helps me find?  

Secondly, a happy certitude of salvation: In the shrine the words around our Mother Thrice 

Admirable’s picture are: Servus Mariae Nunquam Peribit. This means in English: A Servant of 

Mary Will Never Perish! Through our covenant of love we profess this belief and often change 

the wording to say: A child of Mary will never perish. 

Thirdly, a great inner freedom: Whoever strives to become free from self, is free for the Blessed 

Mother and her tasks.”2 How often do we find ourselves circling around our own wishes and 

worries and don’t have time left to see the needs of my family and those around me. 

Reflection question:  Looking at Mary’s life, in what events did she experience these three 

points and how?  

After looking at Mary’s own life we consider the insight of Schoenstatt’s founder:  

                                                           

1 Cf. J. Kentenich, Schoenstatt Instruments Spirituality, 91. 
2 Cf. J. Kentenich, Schoenstatt Instruments Spirituality, 94.  
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Those who wish to overcome our present times and their terrible crises must, in teaching 

and in life, find their way back to the genuine image of the human person as set forth by 

God.3 

Doesn’t this take us back to the book of Genesis? We are created in the image and likeness of 

God. (Gen. 1:26) Mary can help us see in all people, even the most difficult in our life, an image 

of God. It is as if each person has an invisible seal of God’s image stamped upon their forehead. 

Often it isn’t recognized but it is there for us to discover. 

Reflection question: Who in my life has a hidden seal for me to discover? 

Another obstacle to trust in times of uncertainty has to do with our fear of taking up our cross 

and following Christ:  

The fear of cross and suffering is the great obstacle to our always saying yes [to the will of 

God]. In order to overcome this fear we deliberately ask for [cross and suffering], on the 

condition, of course, that this cross and suffering is in your (God’s) plans.4   

Reflection question: What cross or suffering am I afraid to experience? 

When we experience crosses and weaknesses in our life, the temptation is to run away from them 

or to deny them. Following are four points of what not to do and four points of what you can do 

to face the challenges of life. 

The four things not to do when you experience cross and suffering: 

1) Don’t be surprised: Be surprised that the Ave in me is so much brighter than the Eva.5 

Even though I am tainted by original sin and my own sin, there is still much in me that is 

noble. 

2) Don’t panic: We must educate ourselves to never panic in the face of our weakness. 

3) Don’t lose heart: Discouragement may be one of the devil’s best tricks. … “You see, 

one of our most important tasks is to fuse our pedagogy of love with a pedagogy of 

divine mercy and of courage!” We also want to “have great goals and want to 

accomplish something! (…) Try to remember that if we must be extreme, then I think it 

is much better to err on the side of too much trust in God than on the side of too little.” 

4)  Don’t settle in: Don’t foster a defeatist attitude thinking – we’re going to lose anyway. 

If I don’t resist the battle is lost. Fight and never stop fighting.6 

Reflection question:  From the four points above, what is one of the challenges you have 

experienced when cross and suffering came into your life? 

When cross and suffering come our way, here are the four things to act upon: 

1) Be a Miracle of Humility: … I foster the attitude of Mary by giving a joyful yes to my 

smallness. I also dare to examine my mistakes and failings so that I can grow spiritually 

from them. 

                                                           
3  J. Kentenich, Schoenstatt Instrument Spirituality, 95. 
4  J. Kentenich, Schoenstatt Instrument Spirituality, 177. 
5  An ancient wordplay in Latin:  The greeting to Mary ("Ave", "Hail, Mary!") and her yes to God                    

reverse the sin incurred by Eve's no ("Eva", "Eve"); spelled backwards, Eva becomes Ave. 
6 Cf. J. Kentenich, Schoenstatt Instrument Spirituality, 160-163.  
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2) Be a Miracle of Trust: We want to see our weaknesses in light of our being children of 

God. It takes childlike confidence to seeing the crosses and weaknesses as part of God’s 

plan of love for us. Foster childlike confidence by daring to trust in God’s fatherly care. 

Jesus tells us: Can any of you by worrying add a single moment to your lifespan?  Why 

are you anxious about clothes? Learn from the way the wild flowers grow. They do not 

work or spin.9 But I tell you that not even Solomon in all his splendor was clothed like 

one of them. (Mt 6:27-29.) 

3)  Be a Miracle of Patience: We want to start by practicing patience toward those around us 

and toward ourselves. Dare to start each day anew. 

4) Be a Miracle of Love: God doesn’t take His love away from me even if I have sinned. 

This gives me courage to love him because he is good.7 

Reflection question:  From these four points, what has helped you in the past to go through 

times of cross and suffering? 

Living Pendulum Security: Venerable M. Emilie Engel 

I must hold out until the end, no matter what the cost. Sr. M. Emilie  

Sister M. Emilie, courageously made herself available for the guidance and ordinances of God. 

She experienced the words of Father Kentenich in her own life: Faith in divine providence points 

to what is dark and mysterious; it lives on risks. So whoever is wrenched from … security and is 

kept in state of suspense through all kinds of blow of fate can be considered fortunate.”  

Sister Emilie was repeatedly robbed of security and confronted with decisions that demanded 

daring and courage. Trying to build up and lead her province, which had thirty houses during the 

troubled postwar time; to have to renounce the guidance and help of the founder during his long 

absence; and the worsening of her illness demanded of her sensitive nature forceful endurance 

and vigorous action. Once I no longer have any human support I am totally a child of 

providence. She wrote those words and renounced human security. She knew that whoever does 

not use uncertainties in order to kneel before God could become a weakling.  

In suffering, she was brave. She was convinced that, ever since Christ took suffering and death 

upon himself for our redemption, suffering has been part of a Christian’s life. She fully affirmed 

Father Kentenich’s thinking: Suffering is always a proof of the father’s love. ‘God is a Father, 

God is good. Everything he does is good!’ This mentality of a child reveals itself most effectively 

in crosses and suffering.  

There was something relaxed and joyful about her courage. She hid her suffering beneath a 

radiant smile, which gives you an idea of how childlike, and yet brave her soul was. A priest 

once said: During holy Mass I will pay the thanks I owe her for her exemplary courage.8 

                                                           
7 Cf. J. Kentenich, Schoenstatt Instrument Spirituality, 163-166. 
8 Sister M. Emilie Novena, A Mission for People Today, Day Four, R. v. Schoenebeck, 40-42. 
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